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Abstract: This paper proposes a resource-efficient keyword spotting (KWS) system based on a
convolutional neural network (CNN). The end-to-end KWS process is performed based solely on
1D-CNN inference, where features are first extracted from a few convolutional blocks, and then the
keywords are classified using a few fully connected blocks. The 1D-CNN model is binarized to
reduce resource usage, and its inference is executed by employing a dedicated engine. This engine is
designed to skip redundant operations, enabling high inference speed despite its low complexity. The
proposed system is implemented using 6895 ALUTs in an Intel Cyclone V FPGA by integrating the
essential components for performing the KWS process. In the system, the latency required to process
a frame is 22 ms, and the spotting accuracy is 91.80% in an environment where the signal-to-noise
ratio is 10 dB for Google speech commands dataset version 2.

Keywords: keyword spotting; convolutional neural networks; binarized neural networks; inference;
processor; field-programmable gate arrays

1. Introduction

Keyword spotting (KWS) refers to the task of detecting predefined keywords in an
audio stream. This plays a foundational role in voice assistant services by triggering
the services with a single keyword [1]. KWS systems are embedded in devices, such as
smartphones and smart speakers, and involve considerable complexity with respect to
spotting the keyword spoken by unspecified speakers. Such complexity becomes a limiting
factor in miniaturized embedded devices with tight constraints on the available resources,
thus necessitating the creation of an efficient KWS system with low resource usage. Re-
cent works have shown that feature extraction using Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCCs) [2] and classification via deep neural networks (DNNs) [3] can contribute to
achieving high spotting accuracy, even in environments with background noise. However,
these techniques increase the complexity of the system [4].

To reduce the complexity of the KWS system, various techniques have been proposed
to optimize the feature extraction and classification process. K. He [5] and Y. S. Chong [6]
attempted to reduce the complexity of calculating the MFCCs. In the work of K. He [5], the
discrete cosine transformation and windowing procedure were removed. In the work of
Y. S. Chong [6], a rectangular filter was introduced instead of the conventional triangular
filter to reduce computational and memory requirements. Convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) have been successfully employed to perform classic speech recognition tasks [7],
which is closely related to KWS. Several studies employing CNNs or their variants to
implement KWS systems have been conducted [8]. In the work of S. Bae [9], the memory
required for storing model parameters was reduced by employing a depthwise separable
CNN (DS-CNN) while achieving high spotting accuracy based on ternary quantization. In
the work of W. Shan [10], a DS-CNN-based model was also employed to reduce system
complexity with a low memory footprint. In the work of B. Liu [11], a low-complexity
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KWS system was effectively implemented by eliminating the MFCC calculations with a
one-dimensional convolutional recurrent neural network (1D-CRNN) model.

In addition, studies on achieving a real-time KWS system with high spotting accuracy
have been conducted. In the work of E. Ceolini [12], the processing latency of a KWS
system was reduced by introducing rate-based machine learning networks. In the work
of Yan [13], an event-driven pipeline was utilized to reduce the processing latency of
KWS systems. In the work of R. Prabhavalkar [14], a robust KWS system was developed
to achieve high spotting accuracy even in noisy environments on the basis of the novel
technique of automatic gain control. In the work of Y. A. Hwang [15], a voice enhancement
algorithm with dual microphones was employed to implement a noise-robust KWS system.

This work proposes a resource-efficient KWS system based on a 1D binary convo-
lutional neural network (1D-BCNN) and validates the proposed system with the imple-
mentation results. This is the extension of our preliminary work presented in [16]. The
contributions can be summarized as follows:

• The proposed system relies on a single 1D-CNN model for the purposes of feature
extraction and classification. Relatively few resources are used, as no additional
hardware is explicitly required to perform feature extraction.

• Resource requirement is further reduced by binarizing the 1D-CNN model based
on XNOR-Net [17], and the inference engine [18] is optimized to handle a 1D audio
stream. This engine uses threshold- and pooling-based skipping techniques to skip
redundant operations, thereby achieving a high inference speed.

• The proposed system is implemented using 6895 ALUTs in an Intel Cyclone V FPGA.
The latency of processing a frame is as short as 22 ms. In an environment with a signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of 10 dB, the spotting accuracy for Google speech command
dataset version 2 (GSCD v2) [19] is 91.80%.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the
conventional KWS system. Section 3 details the proposed system. Section 4 presents
the implementation results of the proposed system and compares its performance with
previous results. Section 5 presents our conclusions.

2. Conventional KWS System

The KWS process is conventionally performed in two stages: feature extraction and
classification. The audio samples are first processed by emphasizing the human-audible
frequency range and grouped into a fixed-length frame for the subsequent KWS process.
The features with the characteristics of the predefined keywords are extracted in the feature
extraction stage. The extracted features are used to determine whether they correspond to
the predefined keyword by computing the probability distribution for the keywords in the
classification stage.

MFCCs are widely used to represent the audio features [2–6,9,10,12,14,20–22]. The
calculation process for the MFCCs can be described as follows. The frequency spectrum for
each of the short ranges in a frame is first calculated based on the Fourier transform. This
spectrum is then processed by using a Mel-scale filter bank, allowing for the extraction of
energy at the specific frequency range, which approximates the human auditory system’s
response. After extracting the energy, the logarithmic functions are applied to these
values to accentuate the magnitude difference. Finally, the discrete cosine transform
is applied to this log-scaled spectrum. The resulting coefficients are then used as features
for the subsequent KWS process. The procedure for calculating the MFCCs described
above is similar to the mechanism that occurs in the human cochlea. Hence, the MFCC-
based features can be efficaciously used to implement the KWS process to achieve high
spotting accuracy.

DNNs are usually employed to perform classification. The DNNs have structures with
several blocks connected in series, where each block is composed of numerous neurons.
The neurons in adjacent blocks are connected via non-linear activation, and the DNNs can
be trained to find non-linear relationships between the features and keywords. Through
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this mechanism, the DNNs can be employed to successfully achieve highly accurate classi-
fication. Various kinds of DNNs have been employed for classification in the KWS systems.
The CNN model presented in [22] was used to perform classification with MFCC-based
feature maps. The 1D-CNN model presented in [5] was used to find features to recognize
the specific part of a keyword. The long short-term memory (LSTM) model presented
in [21] was trained to capture long-term information in an audio stream.

Even though the MFCCs and DNNs are effective in achieving high spotting accuracy,
they involve considerable complexity, thus entailing many resources for hardware imple-
mentation. The MFCC-based features are calculated based on complicated operations such
as Fourier and cosine transforms. It has been reported that about 40% of hardware resources
are used to implement the MFCC calculations [4]. The DNN-based classification demands
high memory bandwidth and computational complexity. It has been reported that about
50% of the hardware resources are used to implement the DNN-based classification [4].

3. Proposed KWS System

This section presents the design and implementation of the proposed KWS system.
The proposed system performs the KWS process based only on the 1D-CNN model without
involving complicated processing. The 1D-CNN model is binarized to reduce resource
usage, and a dedicated hardware engine is employed to achieve a high inference speed.

3.1. 1D-CNN-Based KWS Process

In the proposed KWS system, the overall processing is performed in two stages, as
shown in Figure 1. The audio samples are first grouped into frames and then classified into
keywords through 1D-CNN inference. This inference fulfills not only feature extraction but
also classification. The inference process is composed of operations through convolutional
blocks and fully connected blocks. The features are extracted from the convolutional blocks,
whose weights have been trained to map the temporal patterns to the keywords. The 1D-
CNN operation is performed in the time domain, where the convolution can be considered
as the cross-correlation between the audio samples and filters with the trained coefficients.
The keywords are classified in the fully connected blocks with the extracted features.

Microphone

Pre-processing

Framing

Time

Amplitude

Frame1

Frame2

Frame3

16 samples

1s frame

…

Feature extraction & classification

1D-CNN inference 

(2 bytes per sample)
Convolutional Fully-connected 

…

Spotting 

result

Figure 1. Overall process flow in the proposed KWS system.

The proposed system tries to find a keyword within each of the frames. The frames
are formed from the stream data with a constant shift I, as illustrated in Figure 2, where I
denotes the inter-frame shift. The inter-frame shift can be considered by the time budget
given for the system to perform the KWS process for a frame before the next frame. Since I
is set to be less than the length of each frame, the frames partially overlap each other, as
illustrated in the figure. However, these frames may not correspond exactly to the real
audio frame containing the keyword, which causes jitter between them. In the figure, the
amount of the jitter is denoted by J. J is proportional to I and not greater than I/2 since the
frames are formed as described above. Because the jitter contains unrelated information
about a certain keyword, it can have a negative effect on spotting accuracy. It is, therefore,
desirable to minimize the jitter by minimizing the inter-frame shift. However, this leads to
a shorter time budget for the KWS process.
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I
1s frame, to be fed into the inference engine

1s frame, corresponds to a real keyword

J Background noise, unrelated with the keyword

Figure 2. Framing in the proposed system, where I and J stand for the inter-frame shift and jitter, respectively.

3.2. Overall System Architecture and Processing Mechanism

The proposed system is designed based on the architecture shown in Figure 3 by
including all the essential components needed to perform the KWS process. The com-
ponents are integrated based on the 32-bit wide Avalon memory-mapped interconnect.
The MCU serves as the host processor. We employed the Nios-II processor, a proprietary
soft processor that is available in the FPGA we used for the implementation. The MCU
contains the two master interfaces, which correspond to the instruction and data memories,
respectively. The MCU controls the overall flow by orchestrating the other components.
The 1D-CNN inference engine is composed of an inference core and scratch-pad buffers.
The inference core inside the inference engine performs the inference process on a block-
by-block basis. The scratch-pad buffers store features (I/O), weights (W), and thresholds
(T), accessed by the core to perform the inference process. The audio CODEC converts
analog to digital, where the audio stream is sampled as 16-bit data at a rate of 16 kHz.
The performance counter precisely measures the processing time, taking the operating
frequency into account, which is used to measure the latency of the KWS process.

The operating mechanism of the proposed KWS system is illustrated in Figure 4. The
audio stream is sampled by the audio CODEC. The continuous data are efficiently grouped
into frames based on the circular buffer, as shown in the figure. A frame is composed of
1024 segments, where each segment is composed of sixteen 16-bit samples and the sampling
rate is 16 kHz; hence, a frame is composed of 16384 samples in 1.024 s. Each frame is copied
into the scratch-pad buffer in the inference engine. The engine loads the parameters from
the MCU’s data memory to the scratch-pad buffer every time a block is computed. The
core in the engine processes each block. The output feature map of each block is stored in
the scratch-pad buffer in the engine and becomes the input feature map for processing the
next block, without any MCU interventions.

3.3. Inference Engine

The 1D-CNN model is binarized based on XNOR-Net [17] and thus is called the 1D-
BCNN model in this work. The 1D-BCNN model has a single dimension for each channel,
as illustrated in Figure 4. As the weight and feature elements of the binarized model
are ±1, the memory footprint for their storage can be significantly reduced compared
to that of the non-binarized models. In addition, the dot-product operations for the
convolution can be performed based on the XNORPopcount (XPOP) operation. The dot-
product operation involves a number of multiply-accumulate operations. Since each of the
operands for the multiplications in the binarized model is represented by a single bit (either
of ±1), the multiplications can be performed on the basis of single-bit logical operations
(XNOR-based) instead of complicated multi-bit arithmetic operations. In addition, because
each multiplication result is also represented by a single bit, the accumulation can be
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performed on the basis of counting the population. This XNOR-based multiplication,
followed by the population counting operations, is fused into the so-called XNORPopcount
(XPOP) operation.
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A dedicated inference engine is employed to perform the 1D-BCNN inference pro-
cess. The 1D-BCNN inference engine is optimized to handle 1D audio data, based on the
hardware architecture developed in our previous work [18]. The architecture in [18] was
designed to effectively process 2D images using the operation-skipping technique inherent
to images. The original architecture was modified by simplifying the convolution and
pooling for 1D processing to reduce complexity. The convolution, which extracts 2D spatial
features from images, was dimensionally reduced to extract 1D temporal features. The
pooling, which downsamples 2D spatial features, was modified to downsample 1D tempo-
ral features. These simplifications for 1D processing can significantly reduce resources for
implementation. This is because the counters for the induction variables used in iterating
through dimensions can be eliminated, along with their control logic.

The inference engine processes each of the blocks that make up the model. Figure 5a
shows the overall inference procedure, where the blocks share the same compute structure,
as expressed below:

O = Pool(Sign(I • W, T)) (1)

Here, I and O denote the input and output features, respectively, and W and T denote
the weights and thresholds, respectively. Pool(·) and Sign(·) stand for the pooling and sign-
activation functions, respectively, and • represents the convolution for the convolutional
blocks or multiplication for the fully connected blocks. The thresholds can be precalculated
with the batch normalization parameters and convolutional weights. They can also be
precomputed with the parameters involved in the batch normalization layers and the
average magnitude of the weight parameters, as presented in [18]. The features are extracted
from the first few convolutional blocks, followed by keyword classification performed by
the remaining fully connected blocks. Each pair of the 128-bit wide vectors is loaded from I
and W, the XPOP operation is performed with them, and the result is accumulated. This
processing is devised based on the output-oriented and output stationary dataflow [23], as
shown in Figure 5b. It is processed sequentially and compared to a precalculated threshold,
skipping subsequent tasks if true. In the pooling block, if the output element is 1, the
remaining elements are skipped. This operation-skipping technique proposed in previous
work [18] is employed to achieve high resource efficiency.

The microarchitecture of the inference engine is designed for the processing in Figure 5b.
Figure 6 shows the microarchitecture that has a simple linear pipeline. In the first stage,
addresses are generated with the counter values for accessing the memories. In the second
stage, the data required for the XPOP operation are loaded from the scratch-pad buffers
(corresponding to the I and F memories). In the third stage, the XPOP is computed with
the weight and feature elements. In the fourth stage, the partial sum register is initialized
with the threshold and updated by accumulating the XPOP result. The most significant
bit (MSB) of the cumulative result is selected to implement the sign-activation function,
as shown in Figure 5. The MSB is stored in the shift register. In the fifth stage, the output
elements aggregated in the shift register are finally stored in the scratch-pad buffer (O).
The entire pipeline is controlled by considering the possibilities of skipping operations
according to the techniques described in Figure 5. The operation-skipping techniques can
effectively increase inference speed by skipping 10.72% of the XPOP computations (during
the entire KWS process).
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4. Implementation Results and Discussion

The 1D-BCNN model used in the proposed system was evaluated by training for
GSCD v2. GSCD v2 is composed of 65,000 frames, where the sampling rate is 16 kHz
with 16-bit samples. The proposed KWS system considered the keywords “Yes”, “No”,
“Up”, “Down”, “Left”, “Right”, “On”, “Off”, “Stop”, “Go”, and “Unknown” for spotting. A
KWS task with ten + unknown classes was also adopted in previous studies, such as [20],
ensuring a fair comparison between other results and those of the proposed system.

The 1D-BCNN model used in the proposed system was designed based on the struc-
ture shown in Table 1. By binarizing the parameters, it only required 506 Kbits of memory
to store the parameters. This was small enough to fit into the on-chip memory The model
was trained using the ADAM optimizer, with the exponential moving average coefficient of
the momentum estimated in the beta tuple set to 0.9 and the exponential moving average
coefficient of the squared slope set to 0.999. The model was trained for 600 epochs with a
batch size of 256, and the training curve is shown in Figure 7. The initial learning rate was
set to 0.01, and if the validation accuracy did not improve for 50 epochs, the learning rate
was reduced by a factor of 1/10 to optimize the model’s performance.

Table 1. BCNN model structure designed for GSCD v2.

Block a Input Channel Input Size Kernel Pooling Stride

CV1 1024 16 3 2

CV2 512 128 3 2

CV3 256 128 3 2

CV4 128 128 3 2

CV5 64 128 3 2

CV6 32 128 3 2

CV7 16 128 3 2

CV8 8 128 3 2

FC9 512 1 1 1

FC10 128 1 1 1

FC11 128 1 1 1
a CVn and FCn stand for the n-th convolutional and fully connected blocks, respectively.

To achieve high spotting accuracy even in a noisy environment, noise was added to
the training dataset, resulting in an SNR between −5 dB and 10 dB. The test accuracy was
measured by adding noise of varying SNRs to the test data, and the results are summarized
in Table 2. The spotting accuracy was 92.94% when the SNR was 20 dB and 90.33% when the
SNR was 0 dB. The confusion matrix in Figure 8 shows that the proposed system achieved
high spotting accuracy even in noisy environments. Additionally, the test accuracy was
measured by considering the jitter, and the results are summarized in Table 2. As shown in
the table, the spotting accuracy decreased with a jitter of over 20 ms, based on which the
inter-frame shift was determined to be 40 ms.

The proposed system was synthesized using Quartus Prime v18.1 targeting an Intel
Cyclone V FPGA whose part name was 5CSEMA5F31C6N. The Terasic DE1-SoC board was
employed for the implementation. We employed this board because the board is equipped
with the components necessary for the realization of the KWS process (e.g., audio CODEC).
The resource efficiency and real-time operation achieved by the system were not solely due
to the merits of the board or device. The overall system was implemented with 6895 ALUTs,
1957 Kbits of on-chip memory, and 0 digital signal processor (DSP). Among these, the MCU
and inference engine used 1569 Kbits and 388 Kbits of the on-chip memory, respectively,
where the MCU’s data memory was used for the storage of the parameters for inference.
The latency required to perform the KWS process for a frame was 22 ms at an operating
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frequency of 50 MHz, which was within the 40 ms inter-frame shift. Figure 9 illustrates the
environment used to verify the functionality of the proposed system.
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Figure 7. Training curve of the BCNN model for GSCD v2.

Table 2. Spotting accuracy for jitter and SNR.

Max Jitter/SNR −5 dB 0 dB 10 dB 20 dB

0 ms 86.12% 90.33% 91.80% 92.94%

20 ms 80.70% 84.73% 86.51% 87.56%

50 ms 67.16% 72.85% 74.06% 74.21%

100 ms 64.81% 65.66% 66.33% 66.43%

500 ms 62.41% 62.86% 63.38% 63.46%
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Figure 8. KWS results for the test set in GSCD v2, where the results were obtained under SNRs of
(a) 20 dB and (b) −5 dB by the model trained with random noise.
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Audio CODEC

Spotting result Proposed FPGA-
based KWS system

Cyclone V SoC
(5CSEMA5F31C6N)

Terasic
DE1-SoC

Figure 9. Demonstration environment setup. The demonstration video can be seen at https://abit.
ly/kws (accessed on 18 September 2023).

The implementation results of the proposed system are compared with the previous
results in Table 3. The KWS system in [5] demonstrated high spotting accuracy in an
environment where the SNR was 10 dB, based on 1D-CNN-based classification with MFCC-
based features. However, compared to the proposed system, it exhibited high resource
usage, especially in the use of DSP. Assuming that one DSP is equivalent to 200 LUTs [24],
the proposed system consumes about 60% fewer LUTs than the system in [5]. The KWS
system proposed in [9] also showed high resource usage due to the MFCC calculation.
It is noteworthy that such low resource usage in the proposed system may lead to low-
leakage power consumption. The systems proposed in [6,10,11] were implemented in ASIC
and consumed very low power, but their spotting accuracies were inferior to that of the
proposed system but with longer latencies.

Table 3. Implementation results of the KWS systems.

KWS System This Work [5] [9] [11] [10] [6]

Implementation
technology

Cyclone V Zynq 7000 Zynq UltraScale+ MP 22 nm CMOS 28 nm CMOS 40 nm CMOS
(28 nm FPGA) (28 nm FPGA) (40 nm FPGA) (ASIC) (ASIC) (ASIC)

Processing 1D BCNN
MFCC

1D CNN
MFCC

DS CNN 1D CRNN
MFCC

DS CNN
MFCC
LSTM

Latency 22 ms 81 ms 22 ms 30 ms 64 ms 32 ms

GSCD v2 acc.
@ SNR

91.8% @ 10 dB 92.4% @ 10 dB 90.5% @ n.a. 91.7% @ 10 dB 91.7% @ n.a. 90.6% @ n.a.90.3% @ 0 dB 84.5% @ 0 dB 88.2% @ 0 dB

# of keywords 11 12 10 5 4 10

Operating freq. 50 MHz 50 MHz 170 MHz 250 kHz 40 kHz 400 kHz

Power cons. 159.9 mW a 209.0 mW n.a. 1.4 µW 0.51 µW 2.5 µW

Resource usage b 6895 (2384) LUTs, n.a. (5575) LUTs, 27,315 (11,270) LUTs,
0.788 mm2 0.23 mm2 0.16 mm2

0 (0) DSPs n.a. (64) DSPs c 31 (26) DSPs

a This is the power consumption of the entire system. b The number inside the parentheses corresponds to the
usage of the inference engine and the number outside the parentheses corresponds to that of the entire system. c

One DSP is known to be comparable to 200 LUTs [23].

Compared to previous works, the merits of the proposed system are reflected in the
resource efficiency, as shown in Table 3. This high resource efficiency can be attributed to a
few reasons. First, complicated processing for feature extraction, such as the MFCC-based
features, was effectively eliminated as the convolutional blocks were trained to replace
them. Second, the 1D-CNN model was binarized into a 1D-BCNN model to reduce the
memory footprint required to store features and parameters and to efficiently implement the
multiply-accumulate operations through XPOP operations. Third, some of the redundant
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operations in the 1D-BCNN inference process were skipped by an efficient inference engine,
which was modified from our previous work. Each of these techniques, contributing
to the high resource efficiency, originated from previous studies and were employed
independently; however, we applied them in practice for designing and implementing the
KWS system, successfully demonstrating their validity.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a resource-efficient KWS system. The proposed system performs
the entire KWS process relying on a single 1D-BCNN inference process. A resource-efficient
engine executes the inference process with the operation-skipping techniques. As a result,
the proposed system demonstrates 60% less resource usage than the previous state-of-the-
art work, while its processing latency is as short as 22 ms per frame. The proposed system
achieves a spotting accuracy of 91.80% for GSCD v2 in an environment with an SNR of
10 dB.

In future research, the proposed system can be extended to handle larger-scale tasks
with more classes. To achieve high spotting accuracy for such tasks, it would be necessary
to employ a more advanced DNN model with a complex data flow and/or multi-bit
quantization instead of the linear data flow and binarization utilized in this work. This
may require further improvement of the inference engine to support these enhancements.
In addition, power consumption could be reduced by detecting non-active situations and
disabling all or part of the system when no spoken keywords are detected.
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